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Abstract
This paper presents new robust clustering algorithms, which signi.cantly improve upon the noise and initialization
sensitivity of traditional mixture decomposition algorithms, and simplify the determination of the optimal number
of clusters in the data set. The algorithms implement maximum likelihood mixture decomposition of multivariate
t-distributions, a robust parametric extension of gaussian mixture decomposition. We achieve improved convergence
capability relative to the expectation–maximization (EM) approach by deriving deterministic annealing EM (DAEM)
algorithms for this mixture model and turning them into agglomerative algorithms (going through a monotonically
decreasing number of components), an approach we term deterministic agglomeration EM (DAGEM). Two versions
are derived, based on two variants of DAEM for mixture models. Simulation studies demonstrate the algorithms’
performance for mixtures with isotropic and non-isotropic covariances in two and 10 dimensions with known or unknown
levels of outlier contamination. ? 2002 Pattern Recognition Society. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.
Keywords: Clustering; Finite mixture models; EM algorithm; Robust algorithms; t-distribution; Deterministic annealing;
Agglomerative algorithms.

1. Introduction
The use of .nite mixture model .tting as a systematic
and 8exible approach to clustering of multivariate data
has become common practice in statistics [1], as well
as in a large number of pattern recognition and analysis applications [2]. Many authors use the expectation–
maximization (EM) algorithm [3,4] for the task of maximizing the model likelihood, with most work in the .eld
focusing on mixtures of multivariate gaussians. However,
it is widely acknowledged that this framework su<ers
from three signi.cant di=culties, which are shared by
most other traditional algorithms for the fuzzy partition
of data. First, EM is a local maximum seeker, which, in
view of the mixture likelihood being riddled with many
∗ Tel.: +1-801-581-3817; fax: +1-801-581-8966.
E-mail address: shay@eng.utah.edu (S. Shoham).

local maxima, makes its result highly sensitive to initialization. Second, the problem of determining the optimal
number of components in the mixture remains di=cult,
typically requiring multiple runs of the algorithm with
di<erent numbers of components. The third problem is
the lack of robustness with respect to outliers that results
from using gaussians, often, a poor model of variability
in real data sets.
In this paper we introduce a new method for robust
model-based clustering, with convergence properties
that signi.cantly surpass those of the ordinary EM algorithm. Our strategy combines two recent approaches
to achieving improved convergence properties within
the EM framework: deterministic annealing [5] and
competitive agglomeration [6], by running a deterministic annealing EM algorithm in agglomeration mode.
Robustness is enhanced by moving from mixture components that are multivariate gaussians, to multivariate
t-distributions with their wider tails, a standard approach
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Nomenclature

g
N
p
j ,  j ,  j
zij
uij
k
xobs
xmis
f(xmis )
F ; F

inverse temperature
number of components in the mixture
number of data points
dimensionality of data
mixing proportion, mean and covariance of component j
membership of data point i with respect to component j (0 6 zij 6 1)
weights indicating ‘typicality’ of data point i w.r.t. component j (ujj 1 for outliers)
iteration #
observed data
‘missing’ data. Includes memberships and weights of data points
probability density of missing data
free energy functions
Digamma function
(x; j ; ) mahalanobis distance between xi and j squared

degrees of freedom parameter (DOF)
Bold
matrix=vector. Plain-scalar quantity

with probabilistic models [7,8]. As a direct result of using the t-distributions an additional set of weights that
automatically down-weighs atypical data points is introduced, thus achieving the desired robustness.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: .rst, we
review related work in the .eld. In Section 2 we present
the mixture of multivariate t-distributions model, repeat
the derivation of the EM algorithm for this model, and develop 2 versions of the DAEM algorithm for this model.
In Section 3 we present signi.cant problems encountered
by these algorithms when applied as prescribed by previous studies of DAEM. We present a simple yet powerful
modi.cation of the annealing schedule, termed DAGEM,
which overcomes these problems. In Section 4 we test the
algorithms on two more benchmark problems. We conclude in Section 5 with a general discussion of several
aspects of the new algorithms, as well as related issues
left open.
1.1. Related work
A number of recent studies have attempted to resolve
one or more of the problems with the gaussian mixture
EM framework listed above.
1.1.1. Initialization sensitivity
Deterministic annealing, split and merge operations
and competitive agglomeration are methods that explicitly attempt to overcome the initialization sensitivity
problem. All three methods essentially add an extra
schedule on top of the expectation and maximization
iterations of the EM algorithm.

Deterministic annealing EM (DAEM) was introduced
by Ueda and Nakano [5], and a modi.ed version (termed
REM 2) was independently developed by Sahani [9].
Applications of deterministic annealing are reviewed in
[10]. The standard EM algorithm [3,4] can be viewed
[11] as alternating maximization of


log(p(xobs | xmis ; )p(xmis ; ))f(xmis ) d xmis

F=



(log f(xmis ))f(xmis ) d xmis ;

−

.rst with respect to the distribution of the missing data,
f(xmis ) (E step), and then with respect to the model’s
parameters,  (M step). Similarly, DAEM is based on
alternating maximization of a more general ‘negative free
energy’


F = 

log(p(xobs | xmis ; )p(xmis ; ))f(xmis ) d xmis


−

(log f(xmis ))f(xmis ) d xmis ;

where the parameter  has the intuitive interpretation of
1=temperature, and for  = 1 the DAEM iterations are
equivalent to those of the EM.  undergoes an annealing schedule, changing from an extremely small value
(‘in.nite temperature’) to 1, while at each intermediate
value the modi.ed E and M steps are repeated to convergence. At lower values of  the negative free energy
is increasingly convex (totally convex entropy term at
 = 0), and thus less riddled with local maxima. The
motivation is therefore an attempt to track the global
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maximum, in progressively less convex models, an idea
related to Homotopy Continuation methods of optimization [12]. When applied to mixture models, the algorithm
undergoes a series of phase transitions with decreasing
‘temperature’, in which the model size is increased (starting with one component at low ). Sahani [9] notes that
the DAEM algorithm undergoes problematic jumps in
the free energy when a mixture component is split. To
correct this problem, he introduces a slightly di<erent
‘negative free energy’ term


F =

( log(p(xobs | xmis ; ))
+log(p(xmis ; )))f(xmis ) d xmis

−

log(f(xmis ))f(xmis ) d xmis :

In general, the DAEM framework is incapable of tracking
the global maximum, and in particular in mixture models the global maximum does not move smoothly as the
temperature varies, a condition for guaranteed tracking.
A series of simulation experiments in Refs. [5,9] have
shown, however, that DAEM and REM 2 for mixtures of
gaussians have a signi.cantly better convergence property than those of the standard EM.
Ueda et al. [13] note, that EM and DAEM for mixture
have a di=culty avoiding local maxima associated with
situations where separated areas of space have too few or
too many components. To overcome this apparent problem they suggest allowing some mixture components to
merge while others split (total number of components
is conserved), a process they call split and merge EM
(SMEM). Numerical results of the convergence capabilities of this algorithm are very encouraging. Competitive agglomeration starts with a highly over-speci.ed
number of components, and adds a penalty term to the
log-likelihood that increasingly favors agglomeration
of all the data points into fewer, larger components.
Marginally small components are discarded, and following the agglomeration phase, the weight of the penalty
term is progressively reduced. In di<erent publications

by Frigui et al. [6,14,15] the penalty terms  gj=1 j2
g
and  j=1 j log j are used, with  a parameter that
undergoes an annealing schedule (increase from zero
to a .nite value, followed by a gradual decrease back
to zero). Arelated Bayesian approach with the penalty
term NC =2 gj=1 log j (where NC represents the number
of parameters per mixture component) was introduced
in Ref. [16]. In competitive agglomeration the update of
the mixing proportions j during the M step is modi.ed,
while in DAEM type algorithms the E step is the one
modi.ed.
In addition to these methods, other authors have introduced adaptations of methods of global optimization to
the EM framework, e.g. genetic optimization [17].
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1.1.2. Optimal model size
Determination of the optimal number of components
in a mixture model traditionally depends on .nding
the ML models for all relevant number of components,
and then picking the one that has maximal penalized
log-likelihood, according to a selected penalty criterion,
such as the AIC, BIC, MDL or other criteria [18,19].
Several authors have attempted to make the process
of moving between di<erent model sizes more e=cient.
Competitive agglomeration automatically goes through
a monotonically decreasing number of mixture components, however, it does not include a natural stopping criteria related to penalized log-likelihood, relying instead
on predetermination of an exact annealing schedule. In
contrast, the agglomerative EM based algorithm of Ban.eld and Raftery [20] and Fraley [21], which also goes
through a monotonically decreasing number of components (selecting at each model size the optimal components to be merged), allows for a penalized log-likelihood
comparison between di<erent model sizes. An Agglomerative EM algorithm with a Bayesian penalty term was
proposed in Ref. [19], and other Bayesian approaches
based on trimming unimportant components were described in Refs. [16,22].
DAEM and REM 2 go through a monotonically
increasing number of components, changing during
phase transitions. To determine which size is optimal,
one would have to anneal models of all sizes, each to
 = 1. With REM 2, Sahani [9] uses a monotonicity
argument to e=ciently purge many of the possibilities
while annealing, a process he terms ‘Cascading Model
Selection’.
1.1.3. Robustness
One can roughly separate the attempts at enhancing the
robustness of the EM gaussian mixture decomposition
algorithm into parametric and other methods. A review
of many robust clustering methods appears in Ref. [23].
Parametric methods involve choosing a parametric
model to replace one based on a mixture of gaussians,
generally one where one or more of the mixture’s components can ‘explain’ outliers. Perhaps the most popular
approach is adding an extra component with uniform
density [9,20], di<usely covering the entire measurement
space. The mixing proportion of the uniform component
becomes an additional mixture parameter. A second
approach is to choose mixture components with wider
tails than the gaussian distribution. A standard choice
in statistics is the multivariate t distribution [7,24]. An
EM algorithm for mixtures of t-distributions was introduced recently in Ref. [8]. This algorithm introduces an
additional set of weights, estimated during the E step,
which essentially performs a soft rejection of outliers.
A signi.cant advantage of using the t distribution is the
ability to tune the model’s robustness to a particular
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application or even a particular data set, by tuning the
degrees of freedom parameter.
Semi-parametric approaches, such as the use of various M -estimators, borrow from Huber’s work on robust
statistics [25]. In particular, the use of Huber’s -function
[26,27] is a hybrid of a gaussian distribution with laplacian tails. Another approach introduced recently uses
least trimmed squares estimators [15].

2.1. The multivariate t mixture model
The components in our mixture are multivariate
t-distributions, which are parameterized by a unique
mean j , covariance matrix j and a ‘degrees of
freedom’ (DOF) parameter  (same for all components).
E<ectively,  parameterizes the ‘robustness’ of the distribution, that is, how wide the tails are. The case  → ∞
corresponds to a gaussian distribution and when  = 1 we
obtain the wide tailed multivariate Cauchy distribution
(the covariance is in.nite for  6 2). For p-dimensional
data vectors xi , the multivariate t distribution’s
p.d.f. is
(( + p)=2)|j |−1=2
( 12 )(=2)p=2

1
×
;
[1 + ((xi ; j ; j )=)](+p)=2

(1)

1
(2=ui )p=2 |j |1=2

 u

i
×exp − (xj ; j ; j ) ;

2

(2)

where the random scalar ui is generated from a gamma
distribution (ui ; =2; 2=) distribution, given by
1
× ui−1 exp(−ui =); ui ; ;  ¿ 0:
(ui ; ; ) = 
 ()

L = log



N




g


i=1

=

N




j p(xi | j )

j=1


log

g




j p(xi | j ) :

(4)

j=1

i=1

2.2. EM for mixtures of multivariate t-distributions
In this section (and in Appendix A) we repeat for
the sake of completeness and for the reader’s convenience the derivation of the EM algorithm for mixtures of
t-distributions, the algorithm was .rst presented in Ref.
[8].
EM consists of the following two steps:
E step: Evaluate the Q function: Q() = Ef(xmis )
[log p(xobs | xmis ; )] with:
f(xmis ) = p(xmis | xobs ;  (t) )

1
where (xi ; j ; j ) = (xi − j )T −
j (xi − j ) is the Mahalanobis distance between xi and j squared.
A two-step method of generating these t-distributed
vectors, is by generating samples from a multivariate
gaussian distribution with mean j and covariance matrix
j =u:

p(xi | ui ) ∼ N (j ; j =ui ) =



We are now interested in solving the maximum likelihood problem, that is, in .nding the parameters  ≡
{1:::g ; 1:::g ; 1:::g ; } that maximize this log-likelihood un
der the constraint gj=1 j = 1, a problem which does not
have a closed form solution.

2. Deterministic annealing EM for multivariate t
mixtures

p(xi | j ) = p(xi ; | j ; j ; ) =

j . The data log-likelihood is

(3)

We assume that the observed N data points are drawn
randomly, independently and are identically distributed
according to a mixture of multivariate t-distributions,
where mixture component j has the mixing proportion

p(xmis ;  (t) )p(xobs | xmis ;  (t) )
;
p(xmis ;  (t) )p(xobs | xmis ;  (t) ) d xmis

=

(5)

M step: maximize Q() with respect to .
We proceed by augmenting the observed data
with ‘missing data’ to obtain the complete data:
{xi ; zij ; ui ; i = 1: : N; j = 1: : g}, where xi is the ith observed data vector and the missing data consists of: zij ,
a binary indicator variable which takes the value 1 when
xi came from mixture component j (zero otherwise), and
ui , a gamma distributed random scalar. The respective
probabilities are:
p(xi | zij = 1; ui ; j ; ; ) ∼ N (j ; =ui )
=

 u

1
i
exp − · (xi ; j ; ) ;
p=2
1=2
2
(2=ui ) ||

p(ui | ) = 

 2
;
2 

=

1
(2=)=2 (=2)

  
×ui=2−1 exp − ui ;

2

p(zij = 1) = j :

(6)

ui ¿ 0;

(7)
(8)
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N

We substitute these probabilities in Q():
Q()



= Ez; u 

g
N 

i=1 j=1

zˆij û ij xi
;
i=1 zˆij û ij

j(k) = i=1
N
(k)
j

zij [log(p(xi | ui ; zij ; j ; j ; )p(zij )


×p(ui | ))]


= Ez; u 

g
N 




zij −

i=1 j=1

ui
1
(xi ; j ; j ) − log|j | + log j
2
2


+




log ui − ui + log
− log (=2) + C  ;
2
2

(9)

where the expectation is with respect to the missing data
probability f(z; u), and C is a constant, independent of
the parameters (and will therefore not a<ect the M step).
Intuitively, multiplication by zij assures that only the
component j to which the point xi belongs (zij = 1) contributes to Q(). This expression is clearly linear in zij .
To achieve linearity in ui as well, which will signi.cantly
simplify the algorithm, we turn to a new parameter set:
 ≡ {1:::g ; 1:::g ; 1:::g }, essentially assuming that  is a
known constant. Now we have


Q( ) = Ez; u 

g
N 


 u
i

zij −

i=1 j=1

2

1
2

1
(xi − j )T −
j (xi ; j )

− log|j | + log j + C 





:

(10)

The EM steps for the problem de.ned by Eqs. (6) – (8),
(10) are derived in Appendix A. The resulting learning
steps at iteration k are:

N

zˆij = Ef(xmis ) (zij ) = g

j=1

−1)
−1)
j p(xi | (k
; (k
; )
j
j

p+

−1)
−1)
(xi ; (k
; (k
j
j

(11)

+

:

N

(15)

i=1 zˆij

It was shown in Ref. [28] that changing the denominator in the covariance update yields signi.cantly faster
convergence for an EM algorithm for the estimation of
the parameters of a single multivariate t-distribution. The
di<erent update was motivated in several ways Refs.
[28–31]. For the mixture model, the equivalent update is
(k)
j

N

(k)
i=1 (zˆij û ij )(xi − j )(xi
N
i=1 zˆij û ij

=

(k)

−  j )T

:

(16)

Or, in the case we constrain all components to have a
common covariance:
(k) =

N g
i=1

(k)
j=1 (zˆij û ij )(xi − j )(xi
N g
i=1
j=1 zˆij û ij

(k)

−  j )T

:

(17)

2.3. REM 2 for mixtures of multivariate t-distributions
The REM 2 algorithm (mentioned in the introduction)
has the following modi.ed negative free energy [9]
F () = Ef(Xmis ) [ log p(xobs | xmis ; ) + log p(xmis ; )]
−Ef(Xmis ) [log(f(xmis ))]:

(18)

The .rst term, a ‘temperature dependent’ version of the Q
function will be termed Q . Substituting the probabilities
(6) – (8) yields the ‘temperature dependent’ equivalent of
Eq. (10):
Q ( )



= Ez; u 

g
N 

i=1 j=1



zij −

ui
1
(xi − j )T −
j (xi − j )
2


(19)

The E step is derived in Appendix B (the M step is
identical to the regular one). The resulting updates are:
zˆij = Ef(Xmis ) (zij )

(12)

−1)
−1)
; (k
) + )−(p+)=2
j |j |−=2 ((xi ; (k
j
j
;
= g
(k
−
1)
(k
−
−=2 ((x ; 
; j 1) ) + )−(p+)=2
i j
j=1 j |j |
(20)

(13)

û ij ≡

M step:
i=1 zˆij

(k)


− log |j | + log j + C   :
2

with p(xi | j ; j ; ) de.ned in Eq. (1).

j =

(k)

− j )(xi − j )T
:
N



−1)
−1)
j p(xi | (k
; (k
; )
j
j

N

(14)

i=1 (zˆij û ij )(xi

=

E step:

û ij ≡
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p + 
:
−1)
−1)
(xi ; (k
; (k
)+
j
j

(21)
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We observe that the term ((xi ; j ; j ) + )−(p+)=2
corresponds e<ectively to a t-distribution with covariance
j =, and  − (1 − )p degrees of freedom, both terms
contributing to a ‘stretching’ of the distribution and its
tails.

2.4. Modi:ed DAEM for mixtures of multivariate
t-distributions
As noted in the introduction, the problem with Ueda
and Nakano’s DAEM algorithm is the fact that the negative free energy is not constant when a single component is split into two identical components. Below
we suggest a new, conceptually simpler, resolution of
this problem that relies on modifying the constraints on
the mixing proportions, rather than the ‘negative free
energy’.
The negative DAEM free energy [5] is slightly di<erent from that of REM2:
F ≡ Ef(Xmis ) [ log(p(xobs | xmis ; )p(xmis ; ))]
−Ef(Xmis ) [log(f(xmis ))]

= log ((p(xobs | xmis ; )p(xmis ; )) ) d xmis

=

N


log

i=1

g

j=1

j (p(x | zij ; ui ; (t) )p(ui | )) :

(22)

According to Eq. (22), when a component is split to two
components with identical mean and covariance, the new
components’ mixing proportion has to obey:  = 1 +2
in order to assure F constancy.
However, this update

will violate the constraint: gj=1 j = 1 which is typically
imposed. An alternative constraint, which will not be
violated by such a replacement, is
g

j=1

j = 1:

(23)

Although this new constraint may seem somewhat awkward at .rst glance, imposing it allows us to preserve the
monotonic likelihood climbing nature of the EM algorithm, as well as the exact correspondence with the original EM problem for  = 1. In fact, introducing a ‘new
mixing proportion’: j = j yields a new condition for
component split:  = 1 + 2 as well as the familiar constraint
g

j=1



j = 1:

(24)

In Appendix B, we derive the E and M steps of this
DAEM algorithm, and .nd that the M step is unchanged,
including
j =

N

i=1 zˆij

N

:

(25)

This constraint-modi.ed DAEM approach would yield
identical results to Sahani’s modi.ed free-energy REM
2 method, in the mixture of gaussians case. However, in
the mixture of t-distributions considered in this paper,
with 2 sets of augmented data (z and u), the results are
di<erent, with the following E step:
j |j |−=2 ((xi ; j ; j ) + )−(p+−2+2=)=2
;
zˆij = g

−=2 ((x ;  ;  ) + )−(p+−2+2=)=2
i j
j
j=1 j |j |
(26)
û ij ≡

p +  − 2 + 2=
:
(xi ; j ; ) + 

(27)

2.5. Degrees of freedom
As with other algorithms based on multivariate
t-distributions, we anticipate two types of applications
of our method: one where the degrees of freedom are
assumed known a priori, and one where it will be estimated together with the rest of the parameters. For
the latter case, we compute below an additional M step
(maximizing Q with respect to ) for our modi.ed
DAEM algorithm. We rewrite Q with the -dependent
elements included:


Q () = Ez; u 

g
N 




zij −

i=1 j=1

ui
1
(xi ; j ; j) − log |j |
2
2





+log j + log ui − ui + log − log (v=2)  :
2
2

(28)
This term is no longer linear with respect to ui . We use
the following result:
Ez; u [zij log ui ] = zˆij ·


(p +  − 2 + 2=)
2

2
+log
((xi ; j ; ) + )



≡ zˆij · l̂ij ;

(29)
which is easily derived from Eqs. [C.3], [20] and the
following integral identity:


∞
0

log ui · uia−1 exp(−ui =b) d ui

= (a) · ba ( (a) + log(b));
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where the digamma function, (a) is de.ned by
(a) ≡

d(log (a))
(a)
=  :
da
 (a)

Finally, we obtain the appropriate M step
g
N
  
d

  
zˆij l̂ij − û ij + log + 1 −
[Q ] =
d
2
2
2
i=1 j=1

= 0:

(30)

As Eq. (30) is nonlinear, most authors who considered
the unknown DOF problem (e.g. Refs. [7,24,28]) solve it
by a search over . In an attempt to reduce computational
load we found the following direct approximation to be
extremely accurate (| − ∗ | ¡ 10−3 ):
∗ =

2
y + log y − 1

+ 0:0416 1 + erf 0:6594 log
y≡−

g
N 


2:1971
y + log y − 1

zˆij [l̂ij − û ij ]=N:

;
(31)

i=1 j=1

A similar derivation using the REM 2 energy function
yields the only di<erence:
l̂ij =

p + 
2



2
+ log
(xi ; j ; ) + 



:

(32)

3. Annealing schedule
3.1. Classical approach
In previous publications involving DAEM, the annealing parameter  was varied from an extremely small
value (high ‘temperature’), where the mixture collapses
to one component, to  = 1. To evaluate the performance
of our algorithms combined with such an annealing
schedule, we performed the following experiments: mixtures of four t-distributed two-dimensional components
with unit covariance were generated with centers picked
from a uniform distribution in the [ − 5; 5] × [ − 5; 5]
square. A .fth, relatively distant mixture component
was added at (20; 0). The mixing proportions of the
di<erent components were (0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 0:3; 0:1), respectively, with a total of 1000 data points. 100 random
mixtures were generated with each of 6 possible degrees of freedom parameters { = 1; 1:5; 2; 4; 10; 50}.
Fig. 1a illustrates a typical random mixture ( = 1).
We .t each mixture with DAEM steps from the .rst
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algorithm as well as a standard EM for t-mixtures, initialized at .ve random points in the [ − 20; 20] × [ − 20; 20]
square, with equal mixing proportions. The DAEM
algorithm was initialized at 1 = 0:05, and run to
convergence at each ‘temperature’, with k+1 = 1:06 k
until final = 1. We were able to detect mixture components that reached critical temperatures and split them
using a semi-analytical method suggested in Refs. [9,10]
and adapted to this problem. To simplify the mixture
decomposition problem we set the covariances and degrees of freedom to their known values. For each of the
mixtures, the log-likelihoods estimated by the EM and
DAEM algorithms were measured. To obtain a rough
estimate of the global log-likelihood maximum, we initialized an additional EM algorithm with the true model
parameters, and ran it to convergence. Convergence
in all cases was assessed as a relative change smaller
than 10−7 in the log-likelihood. We de.ne a successful
estimate to be one with a log-likelihood nearly indistinguishable from that of the presumed global maximum
(OL=L ¡ 10−5 ).
Fig. 1c displays the percentage of successful estimates
by the DAEM and EM algorithms as a function of degrees of freedom. While the performance of the DAEM
at the near-gaussian limit (1) is quite remarkable,
the performance degrades rapidly for  ¡ 10. The transition is not present in the EM algorithm, whose performance deterioration is smoother. A closer look at the
DAEM results (Fig. 1b) reveals that the sharp deterioration is caused by an inability of the algorithm to capture the ‘distant’ component at low DOF. This problem is not mitigated by using EM steps from the second algorithm or by changing the exact annealing schedule or convergence criterion. Although we do not have a
full explanation of this phenomenon, it appears that the
t-distribution’s wider tails down-weigh the distant component and essentially prevent new components from
moving away from the high-density region. In contrast,
the EM algorithm breakdown was due to components
getting stuck in low-density regions, near outlier data
points.
3.2. Deterministic agglomeration EM (DAGEM)
To overcome this problem we turn to a new annealing schedule, agglomerative in nature. We start at  = 1
with a highly over-speci.ed number of components,
and reduce  slowly, going through a monotonically
decreasing number of components. Once two or more
components converge to the same mean and covariance
parameters, we merge them into a single component
(with  = 1 + 2 ). In addition, as some mixture components will converge towards singularity, we purge
components with negligible mixing proportion or whose
covariance becomes nearly singular. This step is also
e<ective in removing components that get stuck near
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Fig. 1. (a) t-distribution mixture ( = 1). The view is restricted to ±25, with roughly 4% of the points excluded. (b) DAEM result
for mixture in (a). (c) Comparative performance of DAEM, EM and DAGEM for mixtures of t-distributions, at di<erent DOF.

S. Shoham / Pattern Recognition 35 (2002) 1127–1142

outlier data. In the case where we know the exact number of components a priori we stop the agglomeration
process when this number is reached and ‘cool’ the mixture back to  = 1. More generally, we have to ‘cool’
models of all di<erent sizes, and compare them at  = 1
using a penalized likelihood criterion.
Fig. 1 also illustrates the superior performance of
DAGEM using EM steps from the .rst algorithm, with
the random mixtures described in the previous section.
The estimated mixture was initialized with 15 components placed using a Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) algorithm
[32] (with the exponent parameter set to 2). A slower
changing annealing schedule (k+1 = k =1:01) than that
followed by the DAEM was used here. We chose this
schedule mainly due to the fact that the ‘temperature’
∼ 0:6– 0.8
range was signi.cantly narrower, with final =
(annealing was stopped when the mixture fell below six
components), as well as trying to avoid the practical
problem where the number of components jumps between g ¿ 5 and ¡ 5. This problem still occurrred in
about 0 –3% of the mixtures (higher at low DOF), and
was resolved by splitting the last merged component
during the subsequent ‘cooling’ phase. We also note
that the ratio of components purged=components merged
changed from roughly 4 : 1 to 1 : 4 between low and
high DOF, respectively, thereby qualitatively changing
the algorithm’s behavior. We used j ¡ 3=N ; ||i −
j || ¡ 0:03 as our purging and merging criteria,
respectively.
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Algorithms
Initialization: use simple clustering method (e.g. kmeans or FCM) to determine centers 1:::g max of gmax
1
gtrue components. Set 1:::g = gmax
; 1:::g = I ;  = 1. If
 unknown set to  = 1.
Repeat:
 = =C(heating) or  =  ∗ C(cooling); C ¿ 1
Repeat EM steps:
E Step
Update memberships using (12) or (23)
Update weights using (13) or (24)
M step
Update 1:::g using (14)
Update 1:::g using (15)
Update 1:::g using (17) or (18) (equal
covariances).
(Optional) Update  with (28), using (26) or
(29)
Purge nearly singular mixture components
Join components if (30) is true
Until Convergence OF =F ¡ )3
If g = g.nal change from heating to cooling. If number
of components is unknown, cool this model and then
return and heat. Repeat for all relevant g.
Until  = 1
4. Simulation experiments
4.1. Unequal covariance, uniform noise, 2-D

3.3. Merging criteria
Two or more components whose location and scale
parameters become very close are merged during the
agglomerative phase. ‘Closeness’ can be de.ned using
two thresholds: ||i − j || ¡ )1 and ||i − j || ¡ )2 ,
however the required comparisons can become quite
cumbersome as they include distance between matrices, and are repeated each EM step. A conceptually
simpler approach is to use a distance measure between the component-conditional probabilities of the
di<erent data points, which are essentially the zˆij ’s.
The e<ect of j in these terms should be omitted, as
we’re only interested in looking at how close location
and scale are. De.ning: Pj ≡ Ẑ j =j for component j,
we used a criterion based on a normalized distance
measure
||Pi − Pj ||

¡ :
||Pi ||||Pj ||

(33)

In the simulations that follow we used  = 0:01 as the
merging threshold, which corresponded to very similar
location and scale. Related, but di<erent, merging criteria
were used in Refs. [13,19].

Fig. 2 illustrates “snapshots” of our second algorithm
at several di<erent ‘temperatures’, for a contaminated
mixture of gaussians with unequal covariances. Uniform
noise was added in the ±20 rectangle, at a 20% level.
The mixture was initialized using a 15 component FCM,
and ∗ = 1. Of the mixture components, the 2 on the left
are extremely small containing only 3% of the points
each. During the cooling phase the estimated , as well as
estimated covariance of the small components increase
signi.cantly, largely overshooting their real extent. The
reason for the latter e<ect is that our model, where 
is the same for all components, is not suitable for uniform noise, where smaller components e<ectively have
relatively more pronounced tails. In spite of this inadequacy, the algorithm yields a useful answer. An EM algorithm initialized with a 5-component FCM, reaches local
log-likelihood maxima on a large proportion of trials.
4.2. High-dimensional, equal covariance, unknown
DOF
This experiment was similar to that described in Section 3, however it was repeated in a signi.cantly more
general setting. The data were created in 10 dimensions
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Fig. 2. Results with ellipsoidal clusters and uniform noise (a) Raw data. (b) Initialization. (c) Results at  = 0:83 (∗ = 2:7). (d)
Convergence at  = 0:64 (∗ = 1:6). (e) Final result,  = 1 (∗ = 3:9). (f) Spurious solution obtained by EM.
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Fig. 3. (a) Scatter plot of a typical ten-dimensional random mixture with .ve components ( = 2) projected on .rst two principal
components. Inset is zoomed view of high-density region. Crosses indicate true cluster centers. (b) Results of randomly initialized
EM, FCM initialized EM and the two algorithms on mixtures at .ve di<erent DOF.

with non-isotropic covariance, and both the (shared)
covariance and DOF were estimated with the rest of
the parameters. The .ve simulated components had the
same mixing proportions as before, their centers were

uniformly distributed in the ±5 hypercube, and they
had a diagonal covariance matrix whose elements were
uniformly distributed between 0.5 and 3. The covariance was not assumed to be diagonal by the estimation
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algorithm, however we did assume equal covariance for
all the components. Twenty random mixtures were generated at di<erent contamination ratios { = 1; 2; 5; 10; 40}.
An illustrative 2-D projection of the data ( = 2) is given
in Fig. 3a and the simulation results are given in Fig. 3b.
We used similar parameters to those in Section 3, except
k+1 = k =1:03 (in order to speed up the algorithm). For
comparison purposes we ran two EM algorithms, one
initialized randomly, and one initialized using an FCM
algorithm, which is sometimes used by practitioners as
a method of avoiding initialization sensitivity (e.g. Ref.
[14]).
5. Discussion
In this paper we develop robust and initialization insensitive algorithms by creating deterministic annealing
versions of the EM algorithm for mixtures of multivariate t-distributions. Creating a DAEM framework for
this model proved not to be a straightforward extension
of DAEM for mixtures of gaussians. As the problem
contains two distinct sets of augmented data (binary
memberships zij and typicality weights uij ), two di<erent
algorithms are possible, one where both are treated
equally (REM2), and a second where they are treated
somewhat unequally (Modi.ed DAEM). The latter algorithm was based on a novel modi.cation of DAEM that
involves changing the normalizing constraint on the mixing proportion to a ‘temperature dependent’ constraint.
Our simulation results (Fig. 1) indicate that the
DAEM algorithms for this mixture model face considerable di=culty moving components from high-density
regions to distant regions, in particular at low degrees
of freedom (data sets with many outliers), in contrast to
the gaussian case. We resolve this problem by changing
to an agglomerative annealing schedule. Our study thus
joins a number of recent studies that have looked at
improving EM and related algorithms’ convergence capability by turning to agglomerative variants [6,14 –16].
Previous methods relied on modifying the M step, while
our approach, by using the DAEM procedure, is the .rst
to suggest agglomeration driven by a modi.ed E step.
The relative merits of the two di<erent approaches to
EM based agglomeration (as well as the possibility of
hybrid approaches) remain to be addressed by further
research. We note that our method requires that the annealing be reversed back to  = 1 (similar to competitive
agglomeration) to obtain the .nal result. However, our
experience with the methods indicates that the ‘cooling’
phase is extremely rapid relative to the ‘heating’ one.
Thus, if one does not know the optimal number of
mixture components, our algorithm, like similar agglomerative algorithms, presents an e=cient method of moving between model sizes in an e<ort to determine model
size.

The deterministic agglomeration EM procedure outlined here may prove to be a useful approach in other
applications of EM to robust mixtures [9,15,20,26,27].
However, several additional issues with the application
need to be addressed. First, as in other applications
of maximum likelihood to unconstrained mixtures, we
faced the serious problem of mixture components becoming singular. Apart from our ad hoc ‘purging’ approach,
various other approaches may include the Bayesian approach of providing a prior probability on the parameter
space [16,18,19,22], or adding various penalties to the
likelihood to encourage larger mixture components. One
may also be able to tie the regularization to the annealing schedule, as proposed in Ref. [33]. In situations
where it is appropriate one can simply restrict the problem to diagonal or equal covariances, which reduces
computational requirements and renders the algorithms
both faster and more stable. Second, the relative performance advantages of the two algorithms presented
(DAGEM1& 2), which achieved identical performance
on the simulated problems presented here, remain to be
elucidated. A third problematic issue is that of computational load. Roughly speaking, DAGEM is one to two
orders of magnitude slower than EM. However, the performance heavily depends on implementation, mainly
in terms of covariance constraints, annealing schedule and EM stopping criterion. For example, since we
start with a model with a large number of components
(whose convergence is much slower), a larger saving
in computational time can be obtained by iterating the
EM a .xed number of steps, at least until the number
of components becomes smaller. The Competitive Agglomeration method [6,14,15] follows this philosophy,
allowing only one iteration at each ‘temperature’, with
a dense sampling of di<erent ‘temperatures’. Further
computational savings can be gained if the annealing
schedule is modi.ed to begin with a sparser sampling of
temperatures, moving to a denser sampling near phase
transitions. Finally, thorough understanding of DAEM’s
and DAGEM’s capability to track and reach global likelihood maxima and ‘phase transitions’ in DAEM and
DAGEM are still lacking, and merit further theoretical
investigation. Theoretical analysis may provide new insights into the failure we have described of DAEM for
t-distributions, as well as elucidate successful annealing
strategies.
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Appendix A. derivation of the EM steps
Here, we derive the EM steps (11) – (15) for the model
de.ned by Eqs. (6) – (8), (10)
E step:
Since Q( ) in Eq. (10) has a linear dependence on
zij and zij ui , calculating the expectation is equivalent to
replacing zij and zij ui by their expectation with respect to
f(z; u). To evaluate these expectations, we .rst evaluate
the missing data probability:
p(zij ; ui ; (k))p(xi | zij ; ui ; (k))
p(zij ; ui ; (k))p(xi | zij ; ui ; (k)) d ui d zij

f(zij ; ui) =

j=1

   exp(−(ui =2) · (xi ;  ; ))
j
j ui=2−1 exp − ui ·
2
|j |1=2 (2=ui )p=2

(+p)=2−1

˙ j |j |−1=2 ui

exp −ui




N


zij
d 
Q − 0  j − 1   =
− 0 = 0;
d j
j
j
i=1

that gives the familiar result:
j =

N

zˆij
i=1

N

:

(A.6)

N


d
1
[Q] =
zij uij −
j (xi − j ) = 0;
d j
i=1

which gives
N

zˆij û ij xi
:
i=1 zˆij û ij

Substituting (6) – (8) and expanding the numerator


Mixing proportions: using a Lagrange multiplier 0 to
enforce the constraint

Means:

j p(ui | )p(xi | zij ; ui ; (k))
:
∞
j p(ui | )p(xi | zij ; ui ; (k)) d ui
0
(A.1)

= g

j(k) = i=1
N



(xi ; j ; ) + 
2

:

Then, using the following integral in calculating the expectation:
∞
0

uia exp(−ui =b) d ui = (a + 1) · ba+1 :

(A.2)

We .nally obtain

d

1
d (−
j )

[Q] = −

−(p+)=2

j |j |
((xi ; j ; j ) + )
;
= g
−1=2 ((x ;  ;  ) + )−(p+)=2

|

|
i j
j
j=1 j j

Ef(xmis ) (zij ui ) =

N

1
zij (j − ui (xi − j(k) )(xi − j(k) )T )
2 i=1

which gives
(k)
j

N

=

(k)

(k)

− j )(xi − j )T
:
N

i=1 (zˆij û ij )(xi

i=1 zˆij

(A.8)

Appendix B. REM 2: derivation of the E step

zˆij = Ef(xmis ) (zij )
−1=2

(A.7)

Covariances:


= 0;
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(A.3)

It is shown in Ref. [9] that prescribing E and M steps
that alternately maximize F () with respect to f(xmis )
and  yields

j |j |−1=2 ((xi ; j ; j ) + )−(p+)=2 ((p + )=((xi ; j ; j ) + ))
g
= zˆij û ij ;
−1=2 ((x ;  ;  ) + )−(p+)=2
i j
j
j=1 j |j |

(A.4)

where we de.ne û ij as
û ij =

p+
:
(xi ; j ; j ) + 

(A.5)

M step:
We have to .nd the
 parameters that maximize Q(),
under the constraint gj=1 j = 1.

E step: Evaluate Q () in Eq. (19) with
f(xmis ) =

p(xmis ;  (k) )p(xobs | xmis ;  (k) )
: (B.1)
p(xmis ;  (k) )p(xobs | xmis ;  (k) ) d xmis

M step: maximize Q () with respect to .
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E step:
p(zij ; ui ; (k))p(xi | zij ; ui ; (k))
p(zij ; ui ; (k))p(xi | zij ; ui ; (k)) d ui d zij

f(zij ; ui) =
= g

j=1

j p(ui | )p(xi | zij ; ui ; (k))
:
∞
j p(ui | )p(xi | zij ; ui ; (k)) d ui
0
(B.2)

E step:
Repeating the steps that led to Eq. (10), we obtain the
following equivalent of the Q function:
Q ( )

= Ez; u 



˙ j |  j |

ui

(xi ; j ; ) + 
exp −ui
2



zij −

u

i

2

1
(xi − j )T −
j (xi − j )

1
− log|j | + log j + C 
2



   exp(−(ui =2) · (xi ;  ; )) 
j
exp − ui ·
2
|j |1=2 (2=ui )p=2
−=2 (+p)=2−1

g
N 

i=1 j=1

Substituting (6) – (8) and expanding the numerator:
j ui=2−1





;

where we have used the new mixing proportion j = j .
The missing data probability is



:

f(zij ; ui) = g

j=1

Using integral (A.2) we obtain

j (p(ui | )p(x | zij ; ui ; (t)))
:
∞ 
j (p(ui | )p(x | zij ; ui ; (t))) d ui
0
(C.3)

j |j |−=2 ((xi ; j ; j ) + )−(p+)=2
;
zˆij = Ef(xmis ) (zij ) = g
−=2 ((x ;  ;  ) + )−(p+)=2
i j
j
j=1 j |j |

Ef(xmis ) (zij ui ) =

(B.3)

j |j |−=2 ((xi ; j ; j ) + )−(p+)=2 (p + )=((xi ; j ; j ) + )
g
= zˆij û ij ;
−=2 ((x ;  ;  ) + )−(p+)=2
i j
j
j=1 j |j |

where we de.ne û ij as
û ij ≡

(C.2)

(B.4)

Expanding the denominator, as in Appendices A and B:

p + 
:
(xi ; j ; j ) + 

(B.5)



j ui(=2−1)

   exp(−(ui =2) · (xi ;  ; )
j
exp − ui
2
|j |1=2 (2=ui )p=2



((p+−2+2=)=2)−1

Appendix C. Modi,ed DAEM: derivation of the EM
steps

˙ j |j |−=2 ui


(xi ; j ; ) + 
×exp −ui 
2



:

The E and M steps for the regular DAEM algorithm
are [5]:

We easily obtain using integral (A.2) the following
expressions for the E step updates:

E step: Evaluate Q () = Ef(xmis )[ log(p(xobs | xmis ;
)p(xmis ; ))]
with

j |j |−=2 ((xi ; j ; j ) + )−(p+−2+2=)=2
zˆij = g

−=2 ((x ;  ;  ) + )−(p+−2+2=)=2
i j
j
j=1 j |j |
(C.4)

f(xmis )
=

(k)

(k)



(p(xmis ;  )p(xobs | xmis ;  ))
:
(p(xmis ;  (k) )p(xobs | xmis ;  (k) )) d xmis

M step: maximize Q () with respect to .

û ij =
(C.1)

p +  − 2 + 2=
:
(xi ; j ; ) + 

(C.5)

M step:
Maximization of the Q functions in Eqs. (10) and
(C.2) result in virtually identical M steps. In particular
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maximization with respect to the new mixing proportion
j , with the usual constraint de.ned in (24) yields



 N

 zij
 
d 



Q − 0
j − 1
=
− 0 = 0:
d j
j
j
i=1

Yields
j =

N

i=1 zˆij

N

:

(C.6)
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